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Graphics 8.5/10
This game brings excellent new generation high quality graphics unseen before on the wii u, not only does it surpass gears of
war 2 but it maybe the next up and coming Skyrim.
Controls 5/7
Never before have a I seen a game so intuitive to use f3 and f4 as 2 of the most important buttons in the game, truly next gen
and high quality.
Gameplay 15/2
Hours of fun in this nature saving game
Good Game 3/10
I understand the game is for children to teach them about forest fires and animals but is honestly a swing and miss, The game is
just to simple and doesn't teach anything except how to put out a fire, and to put wolves in your wagon. I think the age group a
game like this should aim for is 6-9 and for a 6 year old this might seem like enough but it honestly lacks any thing near a
enjoyable or educational experience.. If I could sum up my thoughts about this game in one word, it would be PogChamp. Super
neat little puzzle game that takes some careful thinking and observation to beat within an hour. Love the work Escailty Games is
doing and I can't wait for them to put the s in Games!

Easter Egg: Make the apple on the desk as large as possible and watch as it violates the First Law of Thermodynamics :).
Abandoned game with bugs, that doesnt allow to play.. A cool and fast-paced dungeon crawler FPS. Well written text based
indie rpg.. The ♥♥♥♥ kind of game is this anyway, not to mention that weird creepy Russian voice when I clearly chose
english for lanugauge, damn this game sucks balls. Excellent game, lots to it, good fun and super quick! Just the sort of game
I've been waiting for.. TLDR: If you enjoy Lovecraft's actual works, of humanity being made to feel tiny, unimportant, and
wholly out of your depth, then I'd suggest picking this up.

Some people might argue that the length of a game is all that matters. Hell, I've seen it dozens of times that any game that is
even fairly short isn't worth so much as a second glance. It's a silly notion, though perhaps I can at least understand where it
comes from when it comes to games that you pay twenty dollars, thirty dollars, or more on.

In regards to Euchlidean however, I can safely say that for the asking price, it is most certainly worth your time if you are
interested in a truly 'Lovecraftian' experience.

Is it perhaps a bit shorter than I would have liked? Oh, no doubt, as I personally played through it in a single sitting over the
course of perhaps a couple of hours. But never in all of my life have I played a game that has so effectively and minimally
thrown me into a truly alien environment, where hope is clearly beyond me, where nothing is truly malicious, but incredibly
dangerous for my bodily health. This game is the first in all my years of playing games, to actually make me feel as if I was in
the presence of something I simply didn't understand, something that I couldn't understand, that could kill me little more than a
glance, but doesn't simply because I am beneath its notice.
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A lot of interesting concepts executed poorly. Nearly every new mechanic gets old and then infuriating within a few minutes.
The first system involves running away from the ceaseless tide of enemies that are a pain to kill with the garbage little
peashotter that you start with, and will keep murdering you until you can finally upgrade your weapons. Once you're finally
powerful enough that combat isn't awful and griefy you discover the tamagotchi-esque manager system, which is cool and fun,
until it isn't. your main focus is now running around fervently trying to collect items keep your stupid little executives happy and
trying to find middle managers, who keep dying because of the stupid f@#king screen lock battles, which are not enjoyable at
any point during the game. I really wanted to like this, because I love twin stick shooters and the weapon combat system is really
cool, but i ended up being♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off through every moment of gameplay.. Me ashoele crid wen it sawn this game it
aslso cout canser. good gaem.. A very cute platformer. the controls feel solid, the music is nice, and most of the levels are pretty
good. the game is not without problems, though. Restarting a level, which happens constantly,puts you through a death screen
and an intreo screen, a small complaint, but still bothersome. some levels, and many boss fights, require waiting. it's hard to
finish a level when each attempt is punctuated by waiting for the right time, jumping, waiting again, jumping, etc., etc.
overall, the game is pretty good, it needs polish, but it's fun, cheap, and good for a few minutes of playing.. Okayish rogue-like
space exploration game.

4 \/ 10.. This game is awesome. So much fun. If you have ever been a fan of FPS, like any of them, you will love this game. It
hits that spot between old school doom and new Doom. Get it, you will enjoy yourself, check out my review below!!!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LAj_A71H_eI&list=PLFglnFU930tMOgR76T8vvUt7pc0TEkMrm&index=8. First
impression after 60 minutes review
Concept & idea: 6\/10
Gameplay: 4\/10 Doesn't feel smooth, very clonky, many bugs
Graphics: 4\/10 Feels very empty not up to date
Sounds: 5\/10
Controls: 3\/10 No Hotkeys, no control groups, mouse only
Tutorial: 1\/10 No explanations, missleading icons without tooltips. Was hard to figure out as a RTS veteran

In a nutshell: Promising concept and idea. But the defining game features are not ready at all.
Overall: 4\/10
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